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Abstract: The new fifth-generation (5G) cellular networks dramatically improve the speed of message
transmissions. Most existing authentication schemes that secure 5G communication rely heavily on
the vehicle’s tamper-proof device (TPD) and roadside units (RSUs) to store the system’s master key.
However, it only takes a single compromised TPD to render the whole system insecure. We propose
a password-guessing attack-aware authentication scheme based on the Chinese Remainder Theorem
(CRT) to secure inter-vehicle communication on 5G-enabled vehicular networks to address this issue.
The trusted authorities (TAs) in the proposed scheme generate and broadcast new group keys to
the vehicles assisted by CRT. Moreover, since the system’s master key does not need to be preloaded,
the proposed scheme only requires realistic TPDs. The proposed scheme overcomes password-
guessing attacks and guarantees top-level security for entire 5G-enabled vehicular networks. The
security analysis indicates that the proposed scheme is secure against adaptive chosen-message
attacks under the random oracle model and meets the security requirements of a 5G-enabled vehicular
network. Since cryptographic operations based on elliptic curve cryptography are employed, the
performance evaluation shows that the proposed scheme outperforms the eight existing schemes
in terms of computation and communication costs.

Keywords: fifth-generation (5G) cellular networks; 5G-enabled vehicular networks; Chinese
remainder theorem (CRT); password-guessing attacks; tamper-proof device (TPD)

1. Introduction

Road accidents cause approximately 1.3 million fatalities and 20 to 50 million injuries
globally [1]. Hence, the principal aim of intelligent transportation systems (ITSs) is to reduce
the number of road accidents by offering transportation safety. One of the fundamental
components of an ITS is to provide vehicular networks that connect vehicles, pedestrians,
roadside devices, drivers, and passengers [1,2].

The latest trend in the advent of wireless communication technologies is the appli-
cation and development of fifth-generation (5G) cellular networks spurred by massive
government investment in many regions [3–5]. A 5G network obtains a multiple-fold
increase in speed compared with current fourth-generation (4G) networks due to the char-
acteristic of 5G, increasing the mobile data per unit area by 1000 times and the transmission
rate to up to 10 Gbps. Furthermore, 5G achieves a five times latency reduction and extends
the battery life of devices tenfold, which opens up enormous possibilities for mobile ad hoc
networks (MANET), especially for the Internet of vehicles (IOVs). For example, one type of
vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) distribution relies on IOVs for inter-vehicle communi-
cation to share information with others through their on-board unit (OBU) in a wireless
network environment. Vehicles can realize many types of infotainment and safety-related
services by making use of the shared information [6].

VANET typically coexists with other networks, such as satellite, 2G/3G cellular, and
long-term evolution (LTE). However, in VANET communications, these networks utilize
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different protocols and standards, which could lead to disjointed information interaction
and inefficient data processing. For example, the literature [7,8] has demonstrated that IEEE
802.11p and LTE standards do not effectively support latency and scalability for vehicular
communications. Moreover, roadside units (RSUs) are usually required in these networks to
participate in the authentication process, which increases the system’s latency. Furthermore,
a study [9] has shown that a compromised RSU leads to leakage of sensitive data stored
in the RSU. Therefore, rendering the whole system exposed and insecure. Nevertheless,
the advantages provided by the 5G mobile wireless system, such as wide-area coverage,
high speed, and low latency, can make inter-vehicle communication in VANET more
effective in terms of performance and cost.

These 5G mobile wireless systems have a double-layer network: a macro and a device
layer. The macro layer is responsible for the communication between terminal devices
and the base station. On the other hand, the device layer, device-to-device (D2D) com-
munication, is the crucial component of these 5G wireless systems, which realizes direct
communication between terminal devices without involving or requiring additional infras-
tructure [10,11]. Compared with the VANET architecture, 5G-enabled vehicular networks
have longer communication ranges and can connect with more vehicles per base station. To
the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first password-guessing attack authentication
scheme based on the Chinese remainder theorem (CRT) for 5G-enabled vehicular networks.
To be specific, three primary contributions of the paper are summarized as follows.

• First, a new authentication scheme based on CRT for 5G-enabled vehicular networks,
which require neither RSU nor tamper-proof device (TPD);

• Second, a significant reduction in the computational complexity imposed on the trusted
authorities (TAs) since vehicles joining or leaving a multicast domain execute one
modulo division operation using CRT in the proposed scheme;

• Third, an authentication scheme that withstands password guess attacks, in which
the driver holds two secret authentication parameters, preventing illegal users from
taking control of a registered participating vehicle.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses the latest related
work. Section 3 presents the preliminaries. Section 4 describes the proposed scheme for 5G-
enabled vehicular networks, followed by its security analysis in Section 5. The performance
evaluation and comparison are in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes this paper.

2. Related Work

Authentication plays a significant role in securing inter-vehicle communication in vehicu-
lar networks. The related work can be categorized into five distinct groups as follows.

2.1. PKI-Based

The first group comprises existing authentication schemes that rely on the public key
infrastructure (PKI) approach [12–20] to ensure message authentication and integrity. How-
ever, to satisfy privacy, each vehicle in the network requires a massive pool of certificates
and their matching private–public key pairs to prevent adversaries from linking multiple
messages to the same sender.

Moreover, the TA suffers from the burden of storing the certificates since the certifi-
cates, and their matching private–public key pairs must be kept for all registered vehicles.
In addition, certificate verification is an involved process, which adds extra computational
cost on the verifier’s side.

2.2. GS-Based

To address the weaknesses of PKI-based authentication schemes, the second group
utilized a group signature (GS) approach [21–24]. However, compared with traditional
signature schemes, this approach suffers higher verification costs due to the member
revocation problem. Furthermore, when the group size is small, the adversary can identify
group members, rendering the system insecure.
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2.3. ID-Based BP

The third group comprises schemes that utilize an identity (ID) approach based
on a bilinear pair (BP) to overcome the member revocation problem of GS-based ap-
proaches [25–30]. This approach supports a batch verification process to verify multiple
messages simultaneously. However, the operations of bilinear pairs in this approach are
time-consuming and complex, which introduce huge system overheads in signing and
verifying messages.

2.4. ID-Based ECC

Existing schemes in the fourth group aim to minimize the system costs of the ID-based
BP approach by utilizing an identity (ID) approach based on elliptic curve cryptography
(ECC) [31–37], which are more efficient.

The ID-based ECC and ID-based BP schemes need participating RSUs for the authenti-
cation process. Some schemes in this group store the system’s master key in the TPD of RSU.
Nevertheless, the limitations of RSU utilization are as follows: (i) a single compromised
RSU is enough to render the whole system insecure; (ii) RSU are expensive; and (iii) some
existing schemes add a TPD to both OBU and the RSU, making the system even more costly.

2.5. 5G-Enabled Vehicular Networks

The final group comprises 5G-enabled vehicular networks without involving any
RSU in the authentication process [38,39] to satisfy the security and privacy requirements.
In the scheme proposed by [38], a TA preloads the system’s master key in the TPD of OBU
for legitimate users. The main issue of this scheme is that, once the system’s master key of
any TPD is compromised, the whole system is exposed and insecure. In contrast, the scheme
proposed by Cui et al. [39] uses several scalar multiplication operations associated with
ECC to verify a massive number of messages in a short period.

We propose a password-guessing attack-aware authentication scheme based on CRT
to secure inter-vehicle communication for 5G-enabled vehicular networks to overcome
the issues that plague the above-stated schemes. In the proposed scheme, TA utilizes
CRT to compute domain keys for vehicles in its domain. As a result, both pseudonym
ID and domain keys are updated after a vehicle joins or leaves the 5G-enabled vehicu-
lar networks to preserve user privacy and to prevent adversaries from linking multiple
messages to the same sender. Furthermore, the proposed scheme utilizes multiplication
inverse in the message signing process, which mitigates the recipient’s verification cost.
Furthermore, drivers can change their passwords without involving TA, allowing them to
change passwords anytime at their convenience.

3. Preliminaries

This section first describes the three components of the proposed authentication
scheme for 5G-enabled vehicular networks, followed by identifying the security objectives.
Finally, mathematical tools utilized in the proposed scheme are demonstrated. Table 1 lists
the notations used by the proposed scheme.

3.1. Network Model

The network model of the proposed scheme in 5G-enabled vehicular networks comprises
a trusted authority (TA), some fixed 5G base stations (5G-BS), and mobile vehicles equipped
with OBUs, as illustrated in Figure 1. The details of the components are described below.
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Table 1. Notations.

Notations Definitions

P The generator of the cycle additive group G
Ppub, s The key pairs of the system
ski, ri The random values from the group of multiplicative Z∗q
H1, H2, H3 The three secure one-way hash functions
PWi The login password for a driver
DIDi, IDi The real identity of driver and vehicle
Ai, Bi The two secret authentication parameters
Vi The i-th vehicle
sd, Pd

pub The key pairs of an updated domain
ETi The valid period of this domain key sd
Mi The safety message
Ti The current timestamp
1
P The multiplication inverse
σi The message signature
AIDi The pseudonym ID for each vehicle Vi
vbsi The variables
||, ⊕ The concatenation operation and exclusive OR
≡ The congruent modulo

Figure 1. The network model of 5G-enabled vehicular networks.

• Trusted authority (TA): the TA has a large storage capacity and computing power.
TA is in charge of issuing system parameters and secret keys for each corresponding
vehicle in 5G-enabled vehicular networks. In addition, the TA is responsible for
generating sensitive data for each domain. Each network has a group of duplicate
TAs to avert bottlenecks and a single point of failure. Therefore, the entire 5G-enabled
vehicular networks are segmented into many geographical areas, and each area has
a TA in the proposed scheme [40].

• 5G base station (5G-BS): The 5G-BS is a wireless communication device located at
intersections or hotspots. The 5G-BS is a transceiver with wide-area coverage and
super-fast transmission and is usually security-hardened to prevent compromise.
However, it is only an intermediary transmission medium between TA and vehicles;
therefore, it does not have any storage and does not execute any verification process.
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• Vehicles: Vehicles in the proposed scheme are the terminal nodes in 5G-enabled
vehicular networks that enjoy all types of applications. A realistic TPD is usually fitted
on the vehicle’s OBU. Vehicles can exchange data with each other or local TAs using
the 5G protocol.

3.2. Security and Privacy Requirements

Both security and privacy are critical to securing communications for 5G-enabled vehicular
networks. Therefore, the proposed scheme should satisfy the following security requirements:

• Message Integrity and Authentication: The receiver must check the integrity and
legitimacy of all received messages to ensure secure communication. It must also
check messages for tampering during transit.

• Identity Privacy Preservation: The message sent from a registered vehicle should be
anonymous and should not use the actual sender’s identity to preserve the user’s
privacy and to prevent privacy breaches.

• Traceability and Revocability: Only the TA can disclose the identity of a vehicle to
prevent attackers from forging broadcast messages to avoid accountability and liability
for road accidents. Furthermore, TA should have the ability to revoke any malicious
vehicle’s certificate from future use.

• Unlinkability: To ensure user’s privacy, third parties, including adversaries, should
not be able to link multiple messages to the same sender.

• Resistance to Security Attacks: The proposed scheme must withstand various known
attacks such as modify, replay, impersonation, and password-guessing attacks.

3.3. Mathematical Tools

The following sections introduce the Chinese Remainder Theorem and elliptic
curve cryptography.

3.3.1. Chinese Remainder Theorem

The Chinese remainder theorem (CRT) is widely used in authentication schemes for
VANETs [41]. In addition, CRT is an essential tool for proving theorems in number theory,
which shows that, once the Euclidean division remainders of an integer n are known, then
the remainder of n is uniquely determined under pairwise coprime divisors [42,43].

Consider k1, k2, k3, . . . , kn to be the positive integers pairwise prime, and consider K−i
to be the modular multiplicative inverse of Ki mod ki. Hence, it satisfies Equation (1) as
follows, where i = 1, 2, 3 . . . n.

KiK−i ≡ 1(mod ki) (1)

Consider a1, a2, a3, ..., an to be a specified n positive integers. Hence, CRT shows that
the congruence pair has a unique solution mod ζg=k1 k2..ki = ∏n

i=1(ski), as the following
equation.

X ≡ a1 mod k1

X ≡ a2 mod k2

, . . . . . . . . . ..,

X ≡ an mod kn

(2)

The solution is obtained by the key server using the following equation, where βi = ζg
ki

and βiγi ≡ 1 mod ki.

X = a1 + a2 + . . . + an(mod ζg) =
n

∑
i=1

aiβiγi(mod ζg) (3)
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3.3.2. Elliptic Curve Cryptography

Miller [44] introduced elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) in 1985. Since its introduction,
ECC has been widely employed in many authentication mechanisms. Some mechanisms
documented their implementation steps in detail. For example, assume that the symbol
E/Fp indicates an elliptic curve. Then, E is determined using the following equation.

y2 = x3 + ax + b(mod p) (4)

where p is a large prime number; a, b ∈ Fp, Zp is a prime finite field; and (4a3 + 27b2) mod
p 6= 0. The primary hard problems of ECC are as follows:

• Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm (ECDL) Problem: P and Q = aP ∈ Z∗q are two
random points on ECC. The core idea of this problem is to calculate the secret value a
from point Q = aP ∈ Z∗q . However, it is difficult to calculate the points Q = aP with
negligible probability based on the supposition.

• Elliptic Curve Computational Diffie–Hellman (ECCDH) Problem: R= bP and Q = aP ∈ Z∗q
are two random points on ECC. The core idea of this problem is to calculate the secret
values a and b from points R= bP and Q = aP ∈ Z∗q . However, based on the supposition,
it is difficult to compute the points R= bP and Q = aP with negligible probability.

4. Proposed Scheme

This section explains the proposed scheme to secure communication in 5G-enabled
vehicular networks, as shown in Figure 2. The proposed scheme has seven phases: system
setup, registration, login, secure domain key calculation, message signing and verification,
pseudonym ID and domain key updating, and password-changing phases.

Unlike the scheme by Zhang et al. [36], the proposed scheme utilizes multiplication
inverse 1

P in the message signing process (refer to Section 4.5.1), which mitigates the receiver’s
verification costs. Moreover, in the pseudonym ID and domain key updating phase of the pro-
posed scheme (refer to Section 4.6), the pseudonym ID is periodically updated after a vehicle
joins or leaves the 5G-enabled vehicular networks to preserve user’s privacy and to prevent
attackers from linking multiple messages to the same sender. In addition, even without the
TA’s assistance, drivers are provided with a convenient password-changing procedure that
allows drivers to change their passwords anytime (refer to Section 4.7).

Figure 2. Flow diagram of the proposed scheme.
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4.1. System Setup Phase

In the system setup phase, the TA executes the following processes.

• TA uses a randomly chosen value s ∈ Z∗q as its secret key and then calculates its
relevant public key Ppub = sP;

• TA selects two large prime values q and p, where q ≤ [p/4] and p > q, p is utilized for
identifying a group of multiplicative Z∗q , and q is utilized for selecting the domain key;

• TA utilizes the randomly selected value ski from the group of multiplicative Z∗q for ’n’
number of vehicles, which is given to the users during the offline registration time;

• TA computes xi=
ζg
ski

, where ζg=∏n
i=1(ski) and i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n;

• TA computes yi such that xi × yi ≡ 1 mod ski;
• TA multiplies all users xi and yi numbers, saves them in the variables vbsi = xi × yi,

and computes the number µ = ∑i
n(vbsi);

• TA utilizes three selected secure one-way hash functions Hi : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗q (i = 1, 2, 3);

4.2. Registration Phase

In the domain of 5G-enabled vehicular networks, vehicle Vi begins the registration
process with the local TA by following these steps:

• After the login password PWi is chosen, the driver submits the identity of driver DIDi
and the identity of vehicle IDi to the local TA.

• TA computes two secret authentication parameters Ai = H1(DIDi||IDi||s) and
Bi = H1(PWi)⊕ Ai.

• TA randomly picks a value ri ∈ Z∗q and computes the corresponding Ri = riP for Vi.
It then computes a pseudonym ID AIDi = IDi ⊕ H1(s||Ri) for each vehicle Vi.

• TA preloads {p, q, P, E, G, Ri, Z∗q , DIDi, IDi, PWi, Ai, Bi, Ppub, H1, H2, H3} to the vehicle Vi.
• Finally, TA stores {IDi} locally.

The adversary cannot launch a successful stolen-verified attack because the TA does
not store the vehicle’s login password.

4.3. Login Phase

Vehicle Vi should validate the driver before accepting the secure domain key calcula-
tion in 5G-enabled vehicular networks. The login phase follows these steps:

• Driver inputs (PWi, DIDi, IDi) to vehicle Vi.
• Vehicle Vi checks whether the equation Bi = H1(PWi)⊕ Ai holds a given PWi, where

TA preloads Ai.
• If the driver inputs match the login password PWi, then vehicle Vi permits this login

request; otherwise, vehicle Vi rejects this request.

4.4. Secure Domain Key Calculation Phase

Once TA calculates the domain key for 5G-enabled vehicular networks, TA multicasts
it to the domain of the vehicles via 5G-BS in the following steps.

• TA sets the randomly selected value sd ∈ Z∗q as an updated domain key and then
calculates its corresponding public key γd = sd × µ;

• TA assigns γd and ETi utilizing its private key skTA as SIGskTA(γd||ETi), where ETi
denotes the valid period of this domain key sd;

• TA calculates Pd
pub = sdP and broadcasts the tuple {γd, Pd

pub, SIGskTA(γd||ETi)} to all
5G-BS and vehicles in Dy;

• Once the authorized vehicle receives γd from the TA side, it can obtain an updated
domain key sd via a one modulo division operation gammad mod ski = sd.

Due to sd < q < ski < p and µ mod ski = 1, sd obtained via the above steps should
equal the number of sd computed in the first step of this phase. Once “i” holds to n, TA
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performs the system setup process to calculate ζg, vbsi and µ for “m” users value, where
m = n× ζ, where ζ is a constant that fulfills ζ < 5.

4.5. Message Signing and Verification Phase

After completing the login phase, vehicle Vi first computes signing keys. Then, vehicle
Vi sends its pseudonym ID, the message, and the respective message signature to its
neighboring vehicles. Upon receiving the message-signature tuple, the receiver must check
its message signature before accepting the messages. The message signing and verification
processes are explained separately in subsequent subsections.

4.5.1. Message Signing

When vehicle Vi wants to assign a message, it has to execute the steps below, where tti
is the latest timestamp and Mi is infotainment information or safety-related messages.

• Vehicle Vi obtains an updated domain key sd via a one modulo division operation γd
mod ski = sd.

• Vehicle Vi calculates αi = H2 (AIDi||Ri||Mi||Ti) and then computes βi = H3(AIDi||Ri||Ti),
where Mi is safety-related-message and Ti is the current timestamp.

• By using multiplication inverse 1
P , vehicle Vi sets the message signature σi = sd.αi +

1
P βi mod q, which 1

P is utilized to mitigate the receiver’s verification cost.
• Vehicle Vi sends the message-signature tuple {AIDi, Ri, Mi, Ti, σi} to the neighboring vehicles.

4.5.2. Message Verification

The proposed scheme offers two modes of message verification processes: single
message verification and batch message verification.

Single Message Verification

Upon receiving the message signature, the receiving vehicle must check the message
and signature authenticity and integrity before accepting it to prevent malicious vehicles
from impersonating authentic vehicles and from transmitting false messages. Therefore,
each receiver must verify the message signature σi of the signed message by utilizing this
verification process, as follows:

• Upon receiving the message-signature tuple {AIDi, Ri, Mi, Ti, σi}, the verifier initially
verifies the timestamp of the message. The receiver can accept the message if it is
fresh; otherwise, it rejects the tuple.

• The verifier checks whether Equation (5) holds with σi.P.

σi.P = H2(AIDi||Ri||Mi||Ti)Pd
pub + H3(AIDi||Ri||Ti) (5)

The following step proves Equation (5).

L.H.S = σi.P

=
(
sd.αi +

1
P

βi
)
.P

=
(
sd.H2(AIDi||Ri||Mi||Ti) +

1
P

H3(AIDi||Ri||Ti)
)
.P

= H2(AIDi||Ri||Mi||Ti)sd.P + H3(AIDi||Ri||Ti)
1
P

.P

= H2(AIDi||Ri||Mi||Ti)Pd
pub + H3(AIDi||Ri||Ti

= R.H.S.

Hence, it is verified that Equation (5) is true.
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Batch Message Verification

Upon receiving a large number of message-signature tuples {AIDi
1, Ri

1, Mi
1, Ti

1, σi
1},

{AIDi
2, Ri

2, Mi
2, Ti

2, σi
2},. . . ,{AIDi

n, Ri
n, Mi

n, Ti
n, σi

n} from other vehicles, the verifier can
simultaneously verify n messages. The verifier checks whether Equation (6) holds given

n
∑

i=1
(ai.σi).P.

n

∑
i=1

(
ai.σvi

)
P =

n

∑
i=1

(
ai.H2(AIDi||Ri||Mi||Ti)

)
Pd

pub +
n

∑
i=1

(
ai.H3(AIDi||Ri||Ti)

)
(6)

4.6. Pseudonym ID and Domain Key Updating Phase

The pseudonym ID and domain key updating phase begins immediately once a vehicle
joins or leaves the network. The TA is responsible for securely disseminating the updated
domain key to domain members every time a vehicle joins a 5G-enabled vehicular network
domain. Since newly joined vehicles cannot listen to the above communication, backward
secrecy is preserved. Similarly, once a vehicle leaves a domain, TA updates the domain key
to prevent the key from being reused on the old vehicle, thus ensuring forward secrecy.
When the domain membership changes, the proposed scheme provides a pseudonym
ID update to prevent adversaries from tracing authorized vehicles by linking multiple
messages to the same sender. In this phase, the TA has to execute the batch leave or batch
join process depending on the vehicle’s action.

4.6.1. Batch Leave

Once a vehicle leaves domain Dy, the nearest TA will update the pseudonym ID and
domain key. For example, if four vehicles v2, v4, v6, and v8 leave domain Dy, the TA
executes the following steps:

• Subtract vbs2, vbs4, vbs6, and vbs8 from µ as follow

µ− = µ− (vbs2 + vbs4 + vbs6 + vbs8) (7)

• TA should select an updated domain key s−d , and it must be multiplied by µ− to form
the message from rekeying.

γ−d = s−d × µ− (8)

• TA randomly picks a value r−i ∈ Z∗q and computes the corresponding R−i = r−i P
for each existing vehicle in the domain. It then computes a pseudonym ID AID−i
= IDi ⊕ H1(s||R−i ) for each vehicle V−i in the domain.

• TA deliveries the pseudonym ID and updated domain key as a broadcast message.
Once existing vehicles in the domain receive an updated domain key, s−d is obtained by
performing the modulo operation once. Vehicle Vi cannot disclose the newly updated
domain key s−d since its secret key is not in µ. Hence, once "n" vehicles want to
leave the domain, TA updates the domain key by executing (n-1) additions and one
subtraction operation.

Hence, once “n” vehicles want to leave the domain, (n− 1) additions and one subtrac-
tion operation are executed by the TA to update the domain key.

4.6.2. Batch Join

Once some vehicles want to join the domain Dy, the TA executes additional operations
to update the pseudonym ID and domain key. For example, when the vehicles v2, v4, v6,
and v8 are ready to enter the domain Dy, the TA executes the following steps:

• Rather than calculating xi and yi for these vehicles, the TA takes the multiplied
numbers of xi and yi from vbs2, vbs4, vbs6, and vbs8, which has been pre-calculated
in the system setup phase.
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µ− = µ + (vbs2 + vbs4 + vbs6 + vbs8) (9)

• TA should select an updated domain key s−d and multiply it by µ− to form a rekeying
message, as per Equation (8).

• TA randomly picks a value r−i ∈ Z∗q and computes the corresponding R−i = r−i P
vehicle Vi the domain. It then computes a pseudonym ID AID−i = IDi ⊕ H1(s||R−i )
for each vehicle V−i in the domain, where i = 2, 4, 6, 8.

• TA deliveries the pseudonym ID and updated domain key as a broadcast message.
Vehicle Vi obtains newly updated domain key s−d because vbsi (i.e., vbs2, vbs4, vbs6,
and vbs8) are contained in µ.

Therefore, if “n” vehicles want to join the vehicle’s multicast domain, the TA exe-
cutes “n” addition operations to update the domain key, which translates to big-oh of
1 (O(1)) calculation complexity. Furthermore, TA only sends one message to the vehicles
in the multicast domain.

4.7. Password Changing Phase

The proposed scheme provides drivers with an appropriate password-changing operation
without TA assistance. To execute this phase, the drivers must follow the following steps:

• The driver keys in PWi, DIDi, IDi, and PW−i
• Vehicle Vi verifies whether Equation Bi = H1(PWi)⊕ Ai hold with driver’s inputs.
• If the equation holds, vehicle Vi then executes B−i = Bi ⊕ H1(PWi)⊕ H1(PW−i ) to

change PWi to PW−i .

5. Security Analysis

This section presents the security analysis of the proposed scheme.

5.1. Security Proof

Since the 5G-enabled vehicular network relies on wireless communication channels
for inter-vehicle communication, adversaries always have opportunities to exploit them.
To this end, the following game-based security model analysis proves that the proposed
scheme is secure against adaptive selection message attacks.

Game: The adversary’s ability to compromise the proposed scheme is determined by
a game between challenger B and adversary A. Note that B maintains three hash lists, LH1 ,
LH2 , and LH3 .

Proof: Suppose that A can fabricate a valid message-signature tuple {AIDi, Ri, Mi, Ti,
and σi} of the safety-related message Mi. Challenger B has been established depending on
A. Challenger B is responsible for distinguishing whether the attacker can solve the ECDL
problem by running for A as a subroutine with a non-ignorable probability.

Setup: This process obtains sensitive data k as input. B picks the randomly chosen
value sd as its secret key and then calculates public key Ppub, where Ppub = sdP. Afterward,
B sends P, Ppub, q, H1, H2, H3 to adversary A.

H1-hash query: When A invokes an H1 query utilizing the tuple (θ), B tests whether
the tuple (θ) already exists in LH1 , under the tuple of (θ, h1). If so, B outputs h1 to A;
otherwise, B chooses a random value h1 and then adds the new tuple (θ, h1) into the hash
list LH1 . Afterward, B transmits the value of h1 = H1(θ) to A.

H2-hash query: When A invokes an H2 query utilizing the tuple (AIDi, Ri, Mi, Ti), B
tests whether the tuple (AIDi, Ri, Mi, Ti) already exists in hash list LH2 , under the tuple
of (AIDi, Ri, Mi, Ti, h2). If so, B outputs h2 to A; otherwise, B picks a random value h2
and then inserts the new tuple (AIDi, Ri, Mi, Ti, h2) into the hash list LH2 . Afterwards, B
transmits the value of h2 = H2(AIDi||Ri||Mi||Ti) to A.

H3-hash query: When A invokes an H3 query utilizing the tuple (AIDi, Ri, Ti), B
tests whether the tuple (AIDi, Ri, Ti) already exists in hash list LH3 , under the tuple of
(AIDi, Ri, Ti, h3). If so, B outputs h3 to A; otherwise, B picks a random value h3 then inserts
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the new tuple (AIDi, Ri, Ti, h3) into the hash list LH3 . Afterwards, B transmits the value of
h3 = H3(AIDi||Ri||Ti) to A.

Sign query: Ifadversary A madeasigningqueryonmessage Mi, B adds (AIDi, Ri, Mi, Ti, h2)
and (AIDi, Ri, Ti, h3) into the hash lists LH2 and LH3, respectively. Finally, B sends message-signature
tuple {AIDi, Ri, Mi, Ti, σi} to A. The outcome of this phase is a valid signature once the message
satisfies Equation (10).

σi.P = hi,2Pd
pub + hi,3

hi,3 = σi.P− hi,2Pd
pub

= hi,2Pd
pub + (σi.P− hi,2Pd

pub)

= hi,2Pd
pub + (σi.P− hi,2Pd

pub) = σi.P

(10)

Output: At last, A outputs message-signature tuple {AIDi, Ri, Mi, Ti, σi}. B checks
this tuple utilizing Equation (11).

σi.P = hi,2Pd
pub + hi,3 (11)

If not, B finishes the game. By utilizing the forgery lemma [45], A could result
in another legitimate tuple {AIDi, Ri, Mi, Ti, σ∗i } if it selects another H2, where H∗2 6= H2
that fulfills the following equation.

σ∗i .P = h∗i,2Pd
pub + hi,3 (12)

According to Equations (11) and (12), the following is deduced.

(σ∗i − σ∗i ).P = σ∗i .P− σ∗i .P

=
(
h∗i,2Pd

pub + hi,3
)
−

(
hi,2Pd

pub + hi,3
)

= h∗i,2Pd
pub − hi,2Pd

pub

=
(
h∗i,2 − hi,2

)
.Pd

pub

=
(
h∗i,2 − hi,2

)
.sd.P

(13)

Now, B outputs
(
h∗i,2 - hi,2

)−1 (
h∗i,2 - hi,2

)
as a solution to the given ECDL problem in-

stance. Nevertheless, it contradicts the hardness of solving the ECCDL problem. Therefore,
the proposed scheme is secure against adaptive selection message attacks under the random
oracle model. Figure 3 illustrates an example of the game played between challenger B and
adversary A.

Figure 3. Example of the game played between a challenger B and an adversary A.
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5.2. Security Analysis

This subsection presents the analysis of the proposed scheme security under the above-
stated security proof.

• Message integrity and authentication: Consistent with the above security proof, no
attacker can forge a valid signature in polynomial time because the ECDL problem
is hard. Thus, the recipient can verify the validity of messages received from other
vehicles using Equation (5).

• Identity privacy-preserving: The real identity of the vehicle IDi is hidden in the
pseudonym ID such as AIDi = IDi ⊕ H1(s||Ri), where Ri = riP and ri ∈ Zq. Since
the system’s private key is secret and ri ∈ Zq is random, others cannot obtain the vehi-
cle’s original identity.

• Traceability and Revocability: Once illegal information or error messages are sent by
a vehicle using a pseudonym ID AIDi, the TA can disclose the identity of the vehicle
IDi utilizing IDi = AIDi ⊕ H1(s||Ri). In addition, after revoking the malicious vehi-
cle’s certificate, the TA saves it on the certificate revocation list (CRL). Once the vehicles
group wants to update their pseudonym ID and domain key while joining or leaving,
the TA only updates them to non-revoked vehicles. After the expiry of the old domain
key, the revoked vehicle’s certificate will no longer be usable in the future.

• Unlinkability: Since all registered participating vehicles dynamically update their
pseudonym ID when joining or leaving a domain, no adversary can link multiple
messages to the same vehicle during its travel.

• Resistance to security attacks: The proposed scheme could resist the following known attacks:

– Resistance to modify attack: In the proposed scheme, a registered participating
vehicle broadcasts message-signature tuple {AIDi, Ri, Mi, Ti, σi} wirelessly to
others. Since the signature σi of each message includes a hidden domain private
key sd, there is no disclosure of the key, preventing adversaries from modifying
the message undetected. The receiver detects modifications to the message
since the signature verification fails. Hence, the proposed system is resistant to
modify attacks.

– Resistance to replay attack: In the proposed scheme, a timestamp Ti is included
in the signature σi of each message-signature tuple {AIDi, Ri, Mi, Ti, σi}, where
σi = sd.αi +

1
P βi mod q, αi = H2 (AIDi||Ri||Mi||Ti) and βi = H3(AIDi||Ri||Ti),

making it impossible to tamper with the signature. By validating the signature,
the recipient can detect any replay attacks. Hence, the proposed system is resistant
to replay attacks.

– Resistance to impersonation attack: Consistent with the above security proof, no
adversary can forge a valid signature message without the domain private key sd.
Hence, the proposed system is resistant to impersonation attacks.

– Resistance to password-guessing attack: Once the driver’s real identity DIDi,
the vehicle’s identity IDi, and the login password PWi are submitted to the local
TA, there will no longer be a threat of disclosure. The driver holds two secret
authentication parameters Ai and Bi that TA computed. After the login phase,
only a legitimate driver can control the registered participating vehicle, thus
preventing adversaries from taking control of the vehicle. Hence, the proposed
system is resistant to password-guessing attacks.

5.3. Security Comparison

Table 2 compares the properties of the proposed scheme with the recant eight ex-
isting authentication schemes of Zhong et al. [25], Azees et al. [26], Bayat et al. [29],
Asaar et al. [31], Li et al. [32], Zhang et al. [36], Cui et al. [39], and Cui et al. [38]. From this
table, the schemes of Zhong et al. [25], Azees et al. [26], Bayat et al. [29], Asaar et al. [31],
Li et al. [32], and Zhang et al. [36] are vulnerable to password-guessing attacks and re-
quires RSUs for operation. In addition, a dedicated TPD is requirement for the schemes
of Zhong et al. [25], Azees et al. [26], Bayat et al. [29], Asaar et al. [31], Li et al. [32],
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Cui et al. [39], and Cui et al. [38]. Therefore, the proposed scheme satisfies all stated secu-
rity and privacy requirements compared with other schemes, as presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Security comparison.

Scheme Zhong et al.
[25]

Azees et al.
[26]

Bayat et al.
[29]

Asaar et al.
[31]

Li et al.
[32]

Zhang et al.
[36]

Cui et al.
[39]

Cui et al.
[38]

Proposed
Scheme

Traceability and
Revocability 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Identity
privacy-preserving 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Message integrity
and authentication 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Unlinkability 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
No RSU aided 7 7 7 7 7 7 3 3 3
No TPD aided 7 7 7 7 7 3 7 7 3
Resistance to

impersonation
attack

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Resistance to
modify attack 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Resistance to
password-guessing

attack
7 7 7 7 7 7 3 3 3

Resistance to
replay attack 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

6. Performance Evaluation

This section presents the evaluation and comparison of the proposed scheme with eight
existing authentication schemes for vehicular networks. The schemes by Zhong et al. [25],
Azees et al. [26], Bayat et al. [29], and Asaar et al. [31] use bilinear pairing-based crypto-
graphic operations, whereas the schemes by Li et al. [32], Zhang et al. [36], Cui et al. [39],
and Cui et al. [38] as well as the proposed scheme use ECC-based cryptographic opera-
tions. Table 3 lists the notations and run times of several cryptographic operations from
the simulation experiments.

Table 3. The run times of cryptographic operations.

Cryptographic Operation Notation Run Time (Milliseconds)

The bilinear pairing operation Tbp 5.811
The scalar multiplication operation of the bilinear pairing Tbp−pm 1.5654
The point addition operation of the bilinear pairing Tbp−pa 0.0106
The MapToPoint hash function operation TM.T.P 4.1724
The scalar multiplication operation operation of ECC Tecc−pm 0.6718
The point addition operation Tecc−pa 0.0031
The secure cryptographic hash function operation Th 0.001

This paper uses MIRACL [46], a cryptography library code, to perform cryptographic
operations. The hardware platform is a PC with Intel® Core™ i7-2670QM 2.20 GHz
processor and 16.0 GB RAM running on 64-bit Microsoft® Windows™ 10 operating system.

6.1. Computation Cost Analysis and Comparison

This section discusses Zhong et al.’s scheme [25] and the proposed scheme, whereas
the schemes of Azees et al. [26], Bayat et al. [29], Asaar et al. [31], Li et al. [32],
Zhang et al. [36], Cui et al. [39], and Cui et al. [38] are analyzed using the same method.
Table 4 presents the computation cost of each process.
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Table 4. Computation cost comparison.

Scheme Single Message Singing Single Message Verification Batch Messages Verification

Zhong et al. [25] 3Tbp−pm + 2Tbp−pa +
1TM.T.P + 1Th ≈ 23.192 ms

3Tbp + 2Tbp−pm + 1Tbp−pa +
2TM.T.P + 1Th27.3644 ≈

27.3644 ms

3Tbp + (2n)Tbp−pm + (4n−
3)Tbp−pa + (n + 1)TM.T.P +
(2n)Th ≈ 21.5736 + 7.3476n

ms

Azees et al. [26] 4Tbp−pm + 2Th ≈ 6.2636 ms 2Tbp + 5Tbp−pm + 2Tbp−pa ≈
19.4702

(n + 1)Tbp + (5n)Tbp−pm +
(2n)Tbp−pa ≈

5.811 + 13.6592n

Bayat et al. [29] 6Tbp−pm + 1Tbp−pa + 1Th ≈
9.404 3Tbp + 2Tbp−pm ≈ 20.5638 -

Asaar et al. [31] 7Tecc−pm + 6Th ≈ 4.7086 ms 12Tecc−pm + 8Tecc−pa + 8Th ≈
8.0884 ms

(4n + 10)Tecc−pm + (6n +
2)Tecc−pa + (6n + 2)Th ≈

6.7262 + 2.7118n ms

Li et al. [32] 1Tecc−pm + 2Th ≈ 0.6729 ms 4Tecc−pm + 1Tecc−pa + 2Th ≈
2.6923 ms

(2n + 2)Tecc−pm +
(n)Tecc−pa + (2n)Th ≈
1.3436 + 1.3487n ms

Zhang et al. [36] 2Tecc−pm + 2Th ≈ 1.3456 ms 3Tecc−pm + 2Tecc−pa + 2Th ≈
2.0236 ms

(n + 2)Tecc−pm + (n)Tecc−pa +
(2n)Th ≈ 1.3436 + 1.3487n ms

Cui et al. [39] 1Tecc−pm + 1Th ≈ 0.6728 ms 3Tecc−pm + 2Tecc−pa + 2Th ≈
2.0236 ms

(n + 2)Tecc−pm + (2n +
2)Tecc−pa + (2n)Th ≈
1.3436 + 1.3487n ms

Cui et al. [38] 3Tecc−pm + 3Th ≈ 2.0184 ms 3Tecc−pm + 1Tecc−pa + 2Th ≈
2.0205 ms

(n + 2)Tecc−pm + (n−
1)Tecc−pa + (2n)Th ≈
1.3405 + 0.6769n ms

Proposed scheme 1Tecc−pm + 2Th ≈ 0.0051 ms 2Tecc−pm + 1Tecc−pa + 2Th ≈
1.3487 ms

2Tecc−pm + (n + 1)Tecc−pa +
(2n)Th ≈ 1.3467 + 0.0051n ms

The scheme of Zhong et al. [25] relies on bilinear pairing operations. A single
message signing process in Zhong et al.’s scheme [25] requires a registered participating
vehicle to run three operations of scalar multiplication 3Tbp−pm, two operations of point
addition 2Tbp−pa, one MapToPoint hash function operation 1TM.T.P, and one operation
of hash function 1Th. Consequently, the whole run time is 3Tbp−pm + 2Tbp−pa + 1TM.T.P
+ 1Th ≈ms. A single message-verification process in Zhong et al.’s scheme [25] requires
the verifying recipient to perform three operations of bilinear pairing 3Tbp, two operations
of scalar multiplication 2Tbp−pm, one operation of point addition 1Tbp−pa, two operations of
MapToPoint hash function 2TM.T.P, and one operation of hash function 1Th. Consequently,
the total run time is 3Tbp + 2Tbp−pm + 1Tbp−pa + 2TM.T.P + 1Th ≈ms. The process of veri-
fying multiple messages in Zhong et al.’s scheme [25] requires the verifying recipient to
run three bilinear pairing operations 3Tbp, (2n) scalar multiplication operations (2n)Tbp−pm,
(4n− 3) point addition operations (4n− 3)Tbp−pa, (n + 1) MapToPoint hash function oper-
ations (n + 1)TM.T.P, and (2n) hash function operations (2n)Th. Consequently, the total run
time is 3Tbp + (2n)Tbp−pm + (4n− 3)Tbp−pa + (n + 1)TM.T.P + (2n)Th ≈ms.

As for the ECC adopted in the proposed scheme, the single message signing process
requires registered participating vehicle to run one operation of point addition 1Tecc−pa,
and two operations of hash function 2Th. Consequently, the total run time is 1Tecc−pm
+ 2Th ≈ ms. For a single message verification, the verifying recipient must perform two
operations of scalar multiplication 2Tecc−pm, one operation of point addition 1Tecc−pa,
and two operations of hash function 2Th. Consequently, the total run time is 2Tecc−pm
+ 1Tecc−pa + 2Th ≈ms. To verify multiple messages in the proposed scheme, the verifying
recipient needs to carry out two scalar multiplication operations 2Tecc−pm, (n + 1) point
addition operations (n+ 1)Tecc−pa, and (2n) hash function operations (2n)Th. Consequently,
the total run time is 2Tecc−pm + (n + 1)Tecc−pa + (2n)Th ≈ms.

As presented in Figure 4, the proposed scheme achieved a much lower computation
cost for signing and verifying a single message than the existing schemes. Furthermore,
Figure 5 shows that the proposed scheme has a significant advantage in batch verifi-
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cation of multiple messages compared with the eight other authentication schemes of
Zhong et al. [25], Azees et al. [26], Bayat et al. [29], Asaar et al. [31], Li et al. [32],
Zhang et al. [36], Cui et al. [39], and Cui et al. [38]. The proposed scheme achieves the best
performance among the schemes compared.

Figure 4. Computation cost for signing and verifying messages.

Figure 5. Computation cost in the batch verification of multiple messages.

6.2. Communication Cost Analysis and Comparison

In ECC, the length of cyclic group G(p) is 40 bytes and the size of p is 20 bytes. In bilinear
pairing, the length of cyclic group G1(p−) is 128 bytes and the p size is 64 bytes. In addition,
the timestamp and the size of integer item Z∗q are 4 bytes and 20 bytes, respectively.

In the proposed scheme, registered participating vehicles broadcast {AIDi, Ri, Mi,
Ti, σi} to others, where (Ri ∈ G), (AIDi, σi ∈ Z∗q ) and Ti is the timestamp. Consequently,
the total size of the message signature is (40 + 20 * 2 + 4) = 84 bytes. The same method is
also used in the analysis of other related schemes.

Table 5 shows that the communication cost of the proposed scheme is lower than
the related schemes of Zhong et al. [25], Azees et al. [26], Bayat et al. [29], Asaar et al. [31],
Li et al. [32], Cui et al. [39], and Cui et al. [38].
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Table 5. Communication cost comparison.

Scheme Message Format Size

Zhong et al. [25] {PIDi, mi, upki, ti, σi} 644 bytes
Azees et al. [26] {sig, Yk, Certk} 848 bytes
Bayat et al. [29] {V, m, r, Ti1, Ti2, Ti3, PIDi, tsi} 772 bytes
Asaar et al. [31] {PIDi, Ti, mi, Ri, Wi, si,1, si,2} 184 bytes
Li et al. [32] {Mi, PIDi,l , PKi,l , Ri, Ti, sigi} 144 bytes
Zhang et al. [36] {IDi,1, IDi,2, M, T, σ} 84 bytes
Cui et al. [39] {AIDi, Ri, M1, M2, tti, σvi} 104 bytes
Cui et al. [38] {PID1

j , PID2
j , DTij, σj, Dj, Tj} 124 bytes

Proposed scheme {AIDi, Ri, Mi, Ti, σi} 84 bytes

7. Conclusions

This paper proposed a password-guessing attack-aware authentication scheme based
on CRT to secure inter-vehicle communication in 5G-enabled vehicular networks. The pro-
posed scheme does not preload the system’s master key into any TPD, making it impossible
for adversaries to compromise the system. In addition, once a vehicle leaves or joins
a domain, the TA dynamically updates the pseudonym IDs and domain keys for all do-
main vehicles to achieve high privacy preservation in 5G-enabled vehicular networks.
In addition, during the login phase of the proposed scheme, the driver holds two secret
authentication parameters to prevent adversaries from taking control of the registered
vehicle. Furthermore, the security analysis showed that the proposed scheme is secure
against adaptive chosen-message attacks under the random oracle model. Moreover,
the proposed scheme not only satisfies the security requirements in terms of message
integrity and authentication, identity privacy preservation, traceability and revocability,
and unlinkability but also resists the security attacks such as modify, replay, impersonation,
and password-guessing attacks for 5G-enabled vehicular networks. Finally, the evaluation
proved that the proposed scheme achieved better performance in terms of computation
cost and communication cost than existing schemes.

Our future work will include the design of an authentication scheme based on a fog
computing that does not use ECC in 5G-enabled vehicular networks.
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